
Kyntronics specializes in partnering with 
OEMs to solve their actuation problems in 
an innovative, cost-effective way. OEMs don’t 
have to settle for an out-of-box actuation 
product when they work with Kyntronics. 
Our team of experienced engineers acts as a 
partner, working alongside OEMs to adapt 
an actuation product or entire system that 
best meets their specifications.

A Turn-Key Customization Process for OEMs
Kyntronics’ process for creating customized 
actuation systems that suit OEMs’ 
specifications begins with listening to an 
OEM’s needs and recommending solutions 
that address their requirements. Kyntronics 
then provides prototypes or first-piece 
production articles, testing and validation is 
performed, and Kyntronics then transitions 
the design into production.

OEMs Reduce Cost & Gain a Competitive Edge
At Kyntronics, we are small enough to 
be nimble and react to OEMs’ needs, yet 
large enough to be a reliable, low-risk 
partner for larger OEMs. We offer a range 
of modular actuation “building blocks” that 
can be adapted to meet a wide range of OEM 
requirements. Plus, our complete engineering 
skill set includes mechanical, hydraulic, 
electrical and software engineers that work 
directly with OEMs’ engineering teams to 
arrive at the optimal motion control package.

Customized actuation systems:
At Kyntronics, we adapt our actuation 
products to suit an OEMs needs. This 
ensures an optimal solution and cost-
efficiency-they don’t pay for components 
that aren’t necessary-and overall better 
functionality of their products.

Packaging modifications:
Kyntronics can make physical changes 
to actuator housings to solve mechanical 
interference problems. Plus, we make 
modifications for environmental 
requirements.

Derivative products:
OEMs are assured a best-fit solution, 
including new SKUs with optimal speeds, 
force output, extension lengths and more.

Network interfaces:
Kyntronics’ actuation products offer 
control sequencing features, and the 
cost-effective design ensures power and 
optimal communication wiring. Interfaces 
include CanBus, ModBus, Ethernet and 
Kyntronics’ own adaptation of Power Line 
Communications.

Integrated Solutions:
Kyntronics can combine the actuator, 
electronics and software into an integrated 
package saving space and reducing cost.

OEMs Choose Kyntronics to Customize 
A Complete Actuation Solution
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Knee Replacement / Post-Operative Physical 
Therapy Machine

Kyntronics’ R2400 Rotary EMA system 
brought portability, special sequencing and 
control features, to the Halley Orthopedics 
X10 Knee Therapy machine. Now, it is more 
marketable as a product for home therapy 
and for orthopedic surgeons.

• Kyntronics’ EMA allows the X10 machine 
to be portable. Kyntronics’ solution weighs 
just 8 Lbs., verses over 80 Lbs. for the 
components it replaced.

• The Kyntronics R2400 EMA replaced several 
components including a large motor, gearbox, 
Variable Frequency Drive and associated 
wiring and bracketry which reduced cost and 
allowed the machine to be made smaller.

• Real-time communications in the R2400 
allows patients and therapists to adjust 
settings and prevent “over travel” of the leg.

• The machine is safer for patients because of a 
special R2400 mechanical gear arrangement.

• The R2400 included Modified software and 
a Modbus communications interface to 
meet the OEM’s system requirements.

“From my experience, it was one of the 
best moves we ever made, I cannot imagine 
having a better partner than Kyntronics.” 
Paul Ewing, CEO – Halley Orthopedics

Before:
• 80 Lbs.
• More components
• More complex
• More expensive

After:
• 8 Lbs.
• Fewer components
• More cost-effective



First-Class Commercial Airplane Seating 
Actuation System

Kyntronics worked closely with the world’s 
leading OEM of Premium Class Aircraft Seats 
and Interiors to implement an actuation 
system that provided several competitive 
advantages. Using Kyntronics’ Electro-
Mechanical Actuation (EMA) platform, the 
system provides multiple-axis coordinated 
motion for even the most complex seating 
requirements.

• Kyntronics provided modified Linear and 
Rotary EMAs that were quiet, powerful, yet 
very lightweight… critical for airplane use.

• Special software was developed 
that coordinated multiple actuators 
simultaneously to create a very smooth and 
comfortable passenger experience.

• Using Kyntronics’ 2-wire Power Line 
Communications wiring system between 
actuators and electronic modules reduced 
weight further, simplifed installation and 
reduced cost.

• Kyntronics provided the control interface 
and software to the aircraft In-flight 
Entertainment System for passenger 
control of the seat, lighting and 
surrounding suite components.

• Kyntronics engineers worked closely with 
the OEM to certify the actuation system for 
aircraft use.

Military Vehicles – Armor Plate Hatches

Kyntronics EHAs are a great solution for 
operating heavy armor plate hatches. Military 
combat vehicles can have large armor plating 
and “hatches” that must open and close—
sometimes in a synchronized motion. Vehicles 
with loading capabilities also require actuator 
systems that are rugged and can efficiently 
move heavy loads. Kyntronics actuators can be 
customized to specific military applications. 

• The EHA can move large forces (up to 20,000 
Lbf (90kN)) in a compact space.

• With all required components built into the 
EHA, no hydraulic infrastructure is required 
which saves space, weight, cost and improves 
reliability.

• Simple two-wire communications between 
EHAs provide coordination between two or 
more actuators very cost-effectively. 

• The EHA was also required to allow 
movement if there was a power failure.



Medical Imaging Machine / Patient Couch

When a medical equipment OEM needed a 
high-force, small actuator that operated very 
quietly, Kyntronics partnered with them to 
customize an EHA that is quiet, compact 
and can move large forces. The OEM needed 
a linear actuator that could move 4,000 
pounds of force (17.8kN) while using existing 
infrastructure (brackets) of the Patient 
Couch. The EHA had to be properly adapted. 

• Kyntronics modified its standard 
EHA to meet the customer’s low noise 
requirements. Other Electro-Mechanical 
Actuators were much noisier when 
operating and could not meet the OEMs 
product specification. 

• Mechanical changes to Kyntronics’ EHA 
package ensured that it fit the existing 
Couch structure—so it was a “drop in” 
actuator solution. 

• The quiet operation of the new couch has 
created a competitive advantage and is 
opening up new market opportunities for 
this OEM.

• Replaced a noisy, large mechanical 
actuator with a quieter, smaller and more 
powerful EHA.

Surgical Imaging Machine / Multiple Axis 
Coordinated Motion

When a medical equipment OEM developed 
a new technology platform for its surgical 
imaging machine, Kyntronics worked closely 
with its team to customize an EMA and Power 
Line Communications solution to achieve 
multiple-axis coordinated motion. The result: 
simplified wiring, a compact package and 
reduced costs.

• Multiple elements of the surgical imaging 
machine needed to move smoothly and 
simultaneously in a coordinated manner. 
Kyntronics’ customized EMA does the 
job with nine actuator axis controlled 
by customized software developed by 
Kyntronics engineers.

• Kyntronics’ robust rotary and linear actuators 
meet the machine’s tight space requirements.

• The EMA system improves end-user 
productivity because simultaneous, 
coordinated movement decreases overall 
movement time with increased positional 
accuracy and reduced “jogging” of machine 
elements.

• Power Line Communications embedded in 
the EMA system allowed a simple 2-wire 
daisy-chained wiring scheme to be used 
that significantly reduced cost and machine 
complexity.
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